
  
 

 

   
 

Chainstack launches the most business-friendly managed 
services for Binance Smart Chain  

 
Singapore, 16 June 2021- Today Chainstack, a leading blockchain managed services 
provider, launches complete support for Binance Smart Chain to make CeDeFi more 
widely accessible and scalable: blockchain developers now have an additional 
powerful option when deciding on the best blockchain protocol for their applications 
supported by two of the most experienced teams in the industry.   

Created to run parallel to Binance Chain, BSC enables the creation of smart contracts 
for tokens and introduces a new staking mechanism for BNB. Envisioned as an 
extension of Binance Chain, Binance Smart Chain is built to solve the congestion and 
high fees problem on Ethereum catering to decentralized applications (DApps) without 
congesting Binance Chain, which is optimized for ultra-fast trading.   

Why Binance Smart Chain on Chainstack is a solid choice? 

Chainstack makes running a blockchain node radically simple so that developers can 
focus on building their applications instead of worrying about node availability, costly 
maintenance, and upgrades.  

The availability on the enterprise-grade provider Chainstack is a major step forward 
for the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem as it will allow blockchain projects to: 

• Deploy nodes and sync them in a matter of minutes, with predictable pricing 
that are industry-beating thanks to highly adept setup. 

• On Chainstack Marketplace, gain access to bloXroute Gateway for your 
dedicated Binance Smart Chain nodes available for faster transaction 
streaming and propagation. 

• Deploy enterprise-grade nodes on a range of hosting options, from fully 
managed public clouds on AWS, Azure, and GCP, to on-premises. 

• Add advanced capabilities to any Binance Smart Chain infrastructure with 
applications, developer tools, and services available on Chainstack 
Marketplace like Hardhat, The Graph, and IPFS. 



  
 

 

   
 

• For request-intensive workloads, deploy and sync dedicated Binance Smart 
Chain nodes in minutes thanks to Chainstack-patented technology Bolt. 

Chainstack provides hundreds of companies worldwide a radically simple way to 
deploy, manage and scale their blockchain applications across different hosting 
configurations and a portfolio of blockchains. 

 

“We are excited to collaborate with Binance Smart Chain to empower companies to 
build high speed, low-cost applications. Chainstack is a highly accessible and secure 
platform that helps businesses to leverage the innovative power of DeFi applications 
with higher performance and more affordable gas fees, boosting transaction capacity,” 
says Eugene Aseev, Founder and CTO of Chainstack. “BSC community now has a 
trusted ally in Chainstack to help supercharge experimentation, adoption, and 
scalability.” 

 

About Chainstack   

Chainstack makes it radically simple to launch and scale decentralized networks and 
applications for developers and enterprises through its managed blockchain services 
platform – complete with an intuitive user interface, seamless orchestration and 
predictable pricing. We offer enterprise-grade tools and services that empower 
developers, solution providers, and consortia to safely experiment and run-in 
production. By building on Chainstack, the time, cost and risk involved with leveraging 
decentralized technologies can be reduced. With a secure API, membership 
management, and flexible deployment options, enterprises and developers can 
immediately accelerate and future-proof the development of their transformative 
solutions.  

Learn more at www.chainstack.com 
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